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FACTORS FAVORING OR OPPOSING INJURIES FROM 

TRANSPLANTING. 

Introduotion 

Transplanting, no matter how oareful1y done, re

sults in a greater or less shook to the plant moved. The 

ohange in environment is frequently a radioal one, and root 

mutilation is bound to ooour no matter how muoh oare is ex

eroised. 

In the oommeroia1 ou1ture of oertain vegetables, 

transplanting is essential. Some, for instanoe, the slow 

growing vegetables, oannot be grown exoept in restrioted 10-

oalities, unless seeding under oover and transplanting are 

praotioed. Others are so tender in their early stages that 

they must be started in a speoia1 seed-bed, and given speo

ial treatment for a preliminary period, in order to make 

their later field ou1ture suooessful. 

It is a matter of oo~mon knowledge that the var

ious speoies differ in their response to the shook of trans

planting. In some speoies, transplanting serves as a stim

Ulus to earlier maturity or to heavier produotion or to both: 

in others it serves as a distinot setbaok and although the 

growth of the plants themselves may not be visibly affeoted 

in all oases, yet their yields are materially reduoed. Be

tween these two olasses lie some vegetables that may be 

transplanted with good effeot, provided the work is properly 

done. 
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In the commercial growing of seedlings which are 

to be transplanted, it is customary to force rapid growth, 

thus securing large succulent plants. To that end, seeds 

are started under optimum temperature in a well enriched 

seed-bed and lavishly watered. wiater of proper temperature 

and in sufficient quantity is necessary in starting the em

bryo within the seed, but onoe the radiole takes hold, heavy 

watering is non-essential and may actually be harmful. 

Plant-food and moisture being at hand, the rootlets need not 

go in search of them; their ramification is inhibited, in 

oonsequence. The top, on the other hand, is encouraged to 

make rapid growth, by these very conditions, and disparity 

between top and root development results. A plant so con

stituted is poorly fitted to cope with conditions such as 

it is likely to find in the field, even though moving it to 

field conditions were all that happened when transplanting 

was done. ",Vhen it is borne in mind that, in addition to 

having to adjust itself to changed conditions, the plant 

must repair root mutilation incident to transplanting, it 

will be realized that the handicap is not inconsiderable. 

It is the custom to prepare all plants for the 

shock of transplanting. by some form of treatment to adapt 

those Which are succulent as a result of having been gro\Yn 

in a favorable environment. to more severe conditions of the 

field. In fact. horticultural writers, and commercial grow

ers agree. generally. that this treatment. known oommonly 

as "hardening-off". is employed to act as a bridge between 
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the early treatment a seedling receives, and that which it 

is likely to encounter when set outside. Accordingly. those 

CDOPS which are usually transplanted early in the season are 

fitted for withstanding low temperatures; those generally 

transplanted later, for surviving droueht and sustained high 

temperatures. In the process of hardening-off, the plants 

are subjected to progressively lower temperatures, until out

side temperature is reaohed. Simultaneously, water is with

held to a greater or lesser degree. The conventional "hard

ening-off" period lasts approximately two weeks. Nhile this 

period gives the plant opportunity for some adjustment, yet 

the question arises as to whether a longer period during 

which moisture is withheld might not better fit the seedling 

both for the shook of transplanting, and for later unfavor

able conditions, than does the comparatively short drying 

period inoluded in the oustomary "hardening-off" interval. 
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Objeot of the Investigation 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine 

the factors favoring or opposing the injuries following the 

transplanting of vegetables. The factors dealt with in this 

study were as follows:-

(a) The relation of moisture supply to growth and 

successful transplanting of seedlings. 

(b) The charaoter of the soil as determining its 

suitability for seeding and for transplanting. 

with referenoe to:-

1. Fertility. and. 

2. Physical Condition. 
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Literature 

Before attempting the discussion of the data col

lected during this investigation. it seems desirable to as

semble a brief review of the literature bearing on the sub-

ject. 

Discussions of plant handling agree on the neoess

ity for such a process as "hardening-off". and they agree 

on the gradual lowering of the temperature as part of that 

process. Some mention is made of the advisability of with

holding water during this period to induoe slow growth and 

the resultant stockiness of plants. 

Adamsl says that plants. before transplanting, 

must be acclimated to outside conditions. and suggests that 

the "hardening-off" prooess is accomplished by gradually 

raising the sash {of the hotbed}. sprague20 and Bouquet~ in 

a cursory way, merely suggest the raising of the sash on fav

orable days. Beattie2 says that "if plants are young and 

very tender. it will be important to avoid too great a de

gree of moisture. Serious losses from 'damping-off' often 

result from excessive moisture. especially at night". He 

says. further. that keeping the temperature down. by venti

lation. will go far in producing sturdy. thrifty plants that 

will bear shifting well. Dacy7 is more speoific. in that he 

I-Adams. C. S •• Ky. Expt. Sta. Cir. 11 {1916} 
20-Sprague. C. B .• iVash. Expt. Sta. Fop. Bnlt. 98 (1916) 
3-Bouquet. A. G. B •• Ore. Extens. Club Cir. 4 (1915) 
2-Beattie, 3. R., Farmers' Bult. 460 (191l &1915) 
7-Daoy, A. L., Rest Va. Expt. Sta. Cir. 13 (1915) 
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says:- "if the young plants are grown too fast by giving 

water too freely, or by keeping the temperature too high, 

they will be tender and suoculent and easily injured, if not 

killed, by the trying conditions they are subjeoted to in 

early spring. It is the custom among gardeners, therefore, 

to keep plants growing at a moderate rate, and to harden them 

in preparation for the shift to outside conditions. This 

process begins about two weeks before it is safe to set plants 

in the field, and consists in reducing the amount of water 

given to just enough to keep them from wilting, increasing 

the amount of ventilation and subjeoting them to low temper-

atures". 

Textbooks in vegetable gardening discuss the mat

ter in much the same way. watts22 says of "hardening-off":

"This process is the firming of tissue to proteot plants 

against hardships of transplanting .••• freezing, hard dry

ing winds or hot sunshine. Plants are hardened by watering 

Sparingly, subjecting them to low twmperatures and providing 

free ventilation. rilien hardening is begun, no more water 

should be used than is neoessary to prevent serious wilting." 

Even here the hardening is to be done within a oertain per

iod, though the length of that period is not specified. 

Green10 says:- " 'Hardening-off' is a term used to denote 

the checking of the growth of plants in suoh a way as to 

Oause their tissues to become firm and hard. It is aooom-

22-Watts, R. L., "Vegetable Gardening" (1913) 
IO-Green, Samuel B., "Vegetable Gardening (1914) 
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p11shed by gradually subjecting them to a lower temperature 

than that in which they grew freely, or by drying them a lit

tle, thus finally nearly oheoking their growth." Lloyd15 in 

speaking of growing oabbage plants, says:- "They are simply 

hardened off in the bed, sinoe the heat of the manure in the 

hotbed will have been spent, or the fire oan be withheld." 

For tomatoes:-"as the time for transplanting approaohes, the 

plants should be gradually hardened-off so that they will be 

making a slow, hard growth rather than a rampant, sappy one, 
5 

at the time they are plaoed in the open." Boyle says, 

under "hardening-off", that it is aooomplished by subjeoting 

plants to 0001 temperatures and sometimes by withholding 

mOisture. The hardening off prooess is begun about two weeks 

before the plants are to be set in the open, and is aocomp

lished by reduoing the temperuture gr~dually, until the temp

erature of the hotbed or ooldframe is the same as that out-

side." 

The views on hardening-off plants held by suooess

ful growers of vegetables on a oommeroial soale are of inter

est in this conneoticn. Pearoe18 says:-"! harden the plants 

gradually. The first step 1s transplanting to the ooldframe. 

At first I oover the frames with mats •.•• then I leave off the 

mats. Towards the end of their time in the ooldframe, I leave 

off the sash exoept at night. Also, I withhold water a short 

time before transplanting." Daggett8 says, of this rnatter:+ 

15-Lloyd, J. ',1., "Productive Vegetable Growing" (1914) 
5 -Boyle, J. G., "Vegetable Growing" (1917) 
lS-Fearoe, R. D., Market Growers' Journal, Jan.l, 1917. 
8 -Daggett, F. ~., Ibid. 
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" ','Ie sow our seed ••.• working for a slow, stocky growth." 

Continuing, he says, "The plants are set in the field "after 

being well hardened-off by being left out a few nights with

out protection." Orr17 apparently does nothing further than 

withhold water "for three days before transplanting." 

In general, these authorities agree that a reduct

ion of temperature should take place, although the period for 

such reduction varies. The practice of withholding water is 

mentioned only incidentally in these discussions. As bear

ing on the importance of this phase of the treatment, 

Chandler6 found that plants grown "dry" withstood lower tem~ 

eratures than did succulent plants gro\vn at the same temper&

tures but with a liberal supply of water. He found, further, 

that it required a lower temperature to kill cabbage plants 

grown "dry" in a warm greenhouse, than for cabbage plants 

wintered-over in the field, where they had an abundance of 

water. This would make it appear that the effeotive part of 

"hardening-off" is the "dry" culture. 

Withholding water results in an increased sap dens

ity, which materially lowers the freezing-point of the sap 

and the death-point of plants. It should be possible to 

make plants more resistant to cold by withholding moisture. 

Chand1er6 found, however, that this does not hold true be

Yond certain limits, and Harris12 and popenoe19 reached sim-

17-0rr, Emmett, Market Growers' Journal, Jan.1, 1917. 
6 -Chandler, J. H., Mo. Res. Bu1t. 8 (1913) 
12-Harris, J. A .• Jour. Agr. TIes., VII, 6 (1916) 
19-Popenoe, 3ilson, Ibid. 
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ilar conclusions. The latter investigated physical differeno

es in an attempt to explain the various degrees in hardiness 

of speoies of Avooado. They found differenoe~ in sap density 

corresponding, in a general way, with differences in hardi

ness, but they oonoluded there are other factors making for 

hardiness besides the low freezing point of cell sap. 

A plant with dense sap should, because of its osmo

tic pressure, more readily imbibe soil moisture and nutrient 

solutions than a plant of lesser sap density. This feature 

might become an important one in oase of drought, for suoh a 

plant might be able to subsist in a soil of much lower water 

content than a normal plant would. To secure this degree of 

density, however, Chandler6 found it necessary to grow the 

plants "dry" for a long period. ffilting for a short inter

val was not suffioient. The latter form of "drying" served. 

actually. as an additional shock to the plant, and plants so 

treated succumbed in greater proportion than those given any 

other treatment. Whether sap density so secured would per

sist and be effective for the plant later on is not certain. 

The oondition of plant sap. its abundanoe. and the 

rate of its flow, have long been believed to influence fruit

fulness, but actual knowledge ooncerning the matter is oom

paratively recent. The ancients practioed mutilation of the 

trunks, shoots and roots of trees, whioh hastened or in

creased fruitfulness, but they probably knew nothing of the 

6-Chandler. ~. H •• Mo. Res. Bult. 8 (1913) 
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philosophy of suoh treatment. It was not until 1710 that 

Van oosten (quoted by Noehden16 ) advanoed the opinion that 

fruitfulness is the result of the seoretion of necessary 

substanoes, made possible by the retardation of the sap flow. 

This retardation, he points out, may be due to a. variety of 

oauses, but thst it may be induoed artifioially, by trans

planting. 

W'arder2l explains the reproduoti ve aoti vi ty of 

fruit trees towards the end of the growing season by the 

fact that there is a disturbanoe in balanoe between orude 

and ela.bora ted sap, in favor of the latter. This condition 

he thinks is brought about by the soaroity of rainfall, re

sulting in a reduction in amount of inflow of crude sap. At 

the same time, the leaf area of the tree remains unchanged; 

oarbon fixation goes on at a normal rate, and the result is 

the thickening of the sap, due to the aocumulation of sugars. 

He adds that, in the autumn, the rootlets Buffer from ex

haustion, or at least they beoome lignified, and are probab

ly made unable to take in soil mOisture in a normal amount. 

The greater sap density results in reproduotive, rather than 

in vegetative aotivity. 
9 14 Fisoher and Klebs bring out the fact that direot 

sunlight is oontributory to fruitfulness, and Chandler6 has 

l6-Noehden, G. H., Hort. Trans. Vol. II (1817) 
21-"ilarder, John, American Pomology, IX (1867) 
9 -Fischer, H., Die Pf1anze und das Licht. 
14-Klebs, G., Willkuerliche Entwiokelungaenderungen bei 

Pflanzen, II & III. 
6 -Chandler, J. H., Mo. Res. Bult. 8, (1913) 
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shown that plants exposed to direct sunlight show increased 

sap density; dense sap is an accompaniment of increased yield 

apparently. 

Winkler23 explains the direct efficacy of increas

ed density in sap by its restraining effect on a substance 

which he believes is an enzyme and which is responsible for 

vegetative activity in plants. With the activity of this 

enzyme inhibited the plant is enabled to fulfill its mission 

of reproduction. 

23-Winkler. C. ll •• Doctor's Thesis. U. of Mo •• (1916) 
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Method of th~ Inveetigation 

The following species of vegetables were chosen 

for this investigation, since they are representative of the 

three classes as to their response to transplanting:-

1. Greenhouse lettuce, a leafy annual that bears 
transplanting well. 

2. Greenhouse and field tomatoes, e fruit-vegetable 
which is grown to tr'lA-e maturity, a.nd which is 
transplanted with more or less difficulty. 

3. Field oabbage, a leafy biennial, hardy as to 
temper~ture, and easy to transplant. 

4. Field peppers, a fruit-vegetable partioularly 
tender and quite exacting in clime-tic and en
vironmental requirements, and somewhat diffi
cult to transplant. 

Inasmuch as the commercial methods of raising 

plants vary between two rather wide extremes a.s to richness 

of seed-beo and method of watering, it was deemed wise to 

follow practices ranging between these two extremes. in the 

hope of finding the opti~um. For this reason, the seed-beds 

used in this investigation ranged from one of pure sand to 

one of high plant-food content. The sand 8nd the thinner 

mixtures were uS8d to encourage development of extensive root 

systems. so as to determine whether a large initial root sys

tem is of value to the plant. The richer mixtures were used 

in order to determine whether plants with resulting scanty 

root systems were placed at a disadvantage by reason of this 

condition. Seed-beds of tte various compositions were main

tained in duplicate, one set kept "wet" enough to enable the 
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seedlings to grow vigorously; the other moistened sparingly 

and at intervals.preventing the plants from wilting. In this 

treatment.need for watering was indicated by a slightly flac

cid condition of the plants in which state they felt velvety 

to the touch. 

The transplanting media likewise ranged from a mix

ture low in plant food, to one highly fertile. Plants from 

every seed flat were set into each transplanting soil, in 

duplicate lots. Of these. one was kept "wet"; the other, 

"dry." As in the case of the seed-beds. the plants kept 

"wet" received the treatments gardeners generally accord the 

plants they grow for sale. The "wet" plants are accordingly 

the "checks" of the experiment. 

When the plants for the crops to be matured in the 

greenhouse began crowding in the trans:planting flats t they 

were set in the greenhouse benches. Those grown for field 

tests were shifted into coldframes from 4 to 6 weeks before 

transplanting. During the latter part of this interval. they 

underwent the customary treatment of "hardening-off". the 

coldframe sash being raised for progressively greater por

tions of the day until they were entirely removed, the plants 

haVing become gradually inurec to outside temperature. At 

the same time. water was withheld except as the plants need

ed it. This latter phase of the "hardening-off" process •. it 

will be Observed. was not a chEnge of treatment for the 

plants grown "dry"; they were simply oontinuing "dry". 
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Greenhouse Lettuce 

The variety "Grand Rapids ','a leaf lettuce, was chosen 

~ince it is adaptable to successful culture in soils such as 

the silt loam which abounds in the vicinity of Columbia, Mis

souri. The seed was SO'fin October 4, 1916 in tr~ee kinds of 

seed-beds, of three very different mixtures. as follows:-

No.1. 'v1ashed Missouri River sand, 

No.2. Sand and loam, equal parts, 

No.3. Sand, loam and manure, equal parts. 

Two sets were maintained, one watered sufficiently 

to insure rapid growth, the other receiving simply enough 

mOisture to keep the plants from wilting. The sand used, 

was washed river sand, practically devoid of plant food. The 

loam was silt loam, rather dense, but quite high in plant 

food content. The manure was well rotted horse manure. 

Throughout the work the endeavor was to follow established 

cO~~ercial methods. 

On October 18, the seedlings were transplanted. 

At this time an appreoiable difference between the root sys

tems of the "dry" and "wet" plants was noted, those of the 

former being the more extensive. The tops of the "dry" 

Plants, on the other hand, were very much smaller than were 

those of the "wet" ones. Of the "wet" set, those plants 

grown in the seeding mixtures in which manure was included, 

had the largest tops; those, in sand, the smallest. The in

termediate seed-bed had plants of intermediate top-size. In 

the matter of size of root system, the plants in the sand 
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seed-bed led, the mixture without manure coming next. The 

mixture with manure oontained the smallest root sy~tems. 

Of the "dry" flats, the mixture in whioh manure 

was ino1uded, oontained plants whose top-size was very 

little, if at all, superior to those started in clean sand. 

This oondition has been observed by farmers and by growers, 

in fields in which heavy manuring, partiou1ar1y in dry seas-

ons, has been done. The manure is moisture-absorbent, and, 

besides, renders the structure of the soil so open that it 

oannot retain mOisture; plant-life is supported with diffi

oulty, in oonsequenoe. The sand and loam seed-bed gave the 

largest-topped plants. 

The transplanting media were as fol1ows:-

No.1. Manure, one-halt; loam, one-half. 

No.2. Manure, one-third; loam, one-third; sand, 
one-third. 

No.3. Manure, one-fourth; loam, one-half; sand, 
one-fourth. 

Two sets ot transplanting flats were used, one 

kept "wet", and the other, "dry". Complete lists of treat

ments employed are given on pages 16 and 17. 
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TABLE I 

List of Treatments of Greenhouse Lettuoe 

started in Seed-beds Kept "Dry". 

Trtmt 
No. Seed-bed Transplanting Medium and Treatment. 

1- Sand Manure (1/4) ,loam, sand; kept "dry". 
2- Sand,loam " " " " " " 
3- Sand,loam,manure " " " " " " 
4- Sand Manure (1/3) ,loam,sand; kept "dry". 
5- Sand,loam " " " " " " 
6- Sand,loam,manure " " " " " " 
7- Sand Manure (1/2) ,loam; kept "dry". 
8- Sand,loam " " " " " 
9- Sand,loam,manure " " " " " 
10- Sand Manure (1/4) ,loam, sand; kept "wet". 
11- Sand,loam " " " " " " 
12- Sand,loam,manure " " " " " " 
13- Sand Manure e 1/3) ,loam, sand; ke:pt "wet". 
14- Sand,loam " " " " " " 
lfi- Sand,loam,manure " " " " " " 
16- Sand Manure (1/2),loam; kept "wet". 
17- Sand,loam " " " " " 
18- Sand ,loam ,manure " n n n " 

The fraotions in the braokets following the word 

"manure" indicate the proportion of manure the mixtures 

contained. (S.8 page 15.) The relative amount of manure 

is taken to be a measure of the fertility of the trans

planting medium. 
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TABLE II 

List of Treatments of Greenhouse Lettuoe 

Started in Seed-beds Kept "Wet". 

Trtmt 
No. Seed-beds Transplanting Medium and Treatment. 

19- Sand Manure (1/4), loam, sand; kept "dry-". 
20- Sand,loam " " " " " " 
21- Sand,loarn,manure " " " " " " 
22- Sand Manure (1/3),loam,sand; kept "dry-". 
23- Sand,loam " " " " " " 
24- Sand.loam,manure " " " " " " 
25- Sand Manure ( 1/2) • loam; kept "dry". 
26- Sand. loam " " " " " 
27- sand.loam.manure " " " " " 
28- Sand Manure (1/4) ,loam, sand ;kept "wet". 
29- Sand,loam " " "" " " 
30- Sand , loam ,manure " " " " " " 
31- Sand Manure (1/3) ,loam,sand ;kept "wet". 
32- Sand,loam " " " " " " 
33- Sand,loam,manure " " " " " " 
34- Sand Manure (1/2),loam; kept "wet". 
35- Sand,loam " " " " " 36- Sand, loam ,manure " " " " " 

The fraotions in the braokets following the word 

"manure" indioate the proportion of manure the mixtures 

COntained. (See page 15.) The relative amount of manure 

is taken to be a measure of the fertility of the trans

planting medium. 
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On October 29, five plants of each treatment were 

set in the greenhouse bench, which was filled with a mixture 

of equal parts of sand, screened loam and well-rotted manure. 

The soil in the bench was 7 inches deep. The greenhouse in 

which this investigation was conducted was held at a tempera

ture somewhat above that required for lettuce, since the 

same house was used for wintering a miscellaneous collection 

of ornamental plants. 

Observation of the plants at the time they were 

set in the bench disclosed that the plants whioh had been 

kept copiously watered invariably grew more rapidly than did 

those kept "dry". 

Among the "wet" lots the rank in size of tops a

greed with the amount of manure in the transplanting medium. 

Furthermore, among the several mixtures, the seedlings start

ed in relatively thin mixtures grew better than did those 

whose seed-bed contained plant food in greater amount, re

gardless of the composition of the transplanting mixtures. 

The order of root-size remained unchanged • .. 
Among the sparingly watered lots, the largest 

plants were found in the transplanting mixture containing the 

intermediate amount of manure. This observation agreed with 

that of a similar oase in the seeding media. The rank of 

the plants as to size of top was somewhat changed, the seed

lings started in rich and especially "wet" seed-beds falling 

behind; they suffered more from the check of "drying" in the 

transplanting stage than the plants from the "dry" seed-beds. 
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All the plants recovered from transplanting. but 

the large-leaved "wet" plants showed more wilting than the 

"dry" plants. There was also a greater loss of lower leaves 

in the "wet" class. Growth was resumed somewhat tardily a

mong the plants from the "dry" lots. In less than four 

weeks. however, all differenoes in size of top were oblitera

ted and the foliage oompletely oovered the ground. At about 

this time evidenoe of mildew was observed. That portion of 

the bench whioh contained the plants from the "wet" flats 

was affected; the rest of the bench remained healthy. This 

disease is favored by high temperature and great humidity. 

The fact that the "dry" plants escaped might indicate that 

lettuoe could be grovm in a warm house by growing the seed

lings "dry"; heating a lettuce house to conservatory temp

erature would not be an eoonomioal thing to do, however. 

Soon after. the green aphis made its appearanoe 

and became established on the "wet" plants first. That this 

pest seemed to prefer the "wet" plants might be of eoonomio 

signifioance. if this one instance may be oonsidered repre

sentative. The house was fumigated with a tobacoo prepara

tion and the aphis checked. 

On Deoember 28. the entire orop was harvested. 

The harvesting record for the plants started in the "dry" 

seed-beds is given in Table III. on page 20; that for the 

"wet" seed-beds in Table IV, on page 21. 
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TABLE III 

Harvesting Record for Greenhouse Lettuce started in Seed-beds 

Kept "dry". 

Trtmt 
No. Marketable Unmarktble Total %Mktble 

1 511 gr 68 gr 579 gr 88 
2 604 59 663 91 
3 540 90 630 86 
Totals 'Ib'01) n'7' !S"12 1m' 

4 654 gr 74 gr 638 gr 87 
5 641 111 752 85 
6 660 130 790 84 
Totals !'S05' ~ nm> tr5' 

7 640 62 692 92 
8 602 64 666 90 
9 622 66 688 90 
Totals I'S6i TIm" ~ 9I 

10 459 99 558 82 
11 475 114 589 81 
12 486 158 6'44 76 
Totals I420 !"7I rrrr' "'IV 

13 567 110 667 84 
14 616 140 756 82 
15 531 118 649 82 
Totals rm ~ ~ ~ 

16 532 106 637 84 
17 755 106 860 88 
18 612 110 722 85 
Totals ~ ~ ~ Ub 

Grand) 
Totals 10407 1773 12190 86 
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TABLE IV 

Harvesting Record tor Greenhouse Lettuoe started in Seed-beds 

Kept "wet". 

Trtmt 
No. Marketable Unmarktble Total %Mktble 

19 440 gr .112 gr 552 gr 80 
20 545 99 644 85 
21 518 62 580 89 
Totals IO'O"! m I'1"rn' 'S5' 

22 675 108 783 86 
23 584 115 699 83 
24 590 47 637 93 
Totals I'lm" ~ nIV 'Sf 

25 542 62 604 90 
26 815 106 921 89 
27 840 75 915 92 
Totals ~ ~ !440' vcr 
28 406 110 516 79 
29 296 90 386 77 
30 348 109 457 77 
Totals '!O"lrn ~ nov nJ 

31 470 118 588 80 
32 460 122 582 79 
33 400 115 515 78 
Totals l3!O ~ !bS'5' "'IV 

34 555 95 650 85 
35 530 125 655 81 
36 550 118 668 87 
Totals ~ ~. IT'13" m-

Grant) 
Totals 9564 1788 11362 84 
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~hen grand totals are compared, it is seen that 

those treatments that included a seed-bed sparingly watered 

gave the highest yields, both gross and marketable. 

Furthermore, treatments 7, 8 and 9; 25, 26 and 27; 

16, 17 and 18; 34, 35 and 36. in which rich transplanting 

media were used, gave invariably better yields than did 

their parallel treatments in which the thinner transplanting 

media were employed. 

In Table IV, record of the "wet" seed-beds. the 

highest-yielding group, by far. is that one comprising treat

ments 25, 26 and 27, which had as part the employment of a 

rich transplanting medium watered sparingly. The highest

yielding group of treatments among the "dry" seed-beds, is 

composed of treatments 16, 17 and 18, which included the em

ployment of a rich transplanting medium watered oopious1y. 

The next best group is that one composed of treatments 7, 8 

and 9, which is the group direot1y parallel with the one 

Composed of treatments 25, 26 and 27 of the "wet" seed-beds. 

Closer scrutiny of the yields of treatments 16, 17 and 18, 

shows that this group owes its superiority to the abnormally 

high yield of treatment 17, as oompared with the yields of 

both 16 and 18. The yields of the second group of the "dry" 

seed-beds (7, 8, 9) are consistently high throughout. This 

being the oase, it would appear that the faot that the group 

composed of treatments 16, 17 and 18, led, may be disoounted 

and that the conolusion that a rich transplanting medium 

kept "dry" is the best one to use, is not an i1logioa1 one. 
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As to what seed-bed to use, no very de~inite oon

clusion may be reached. In those treatments in which the 

seed-bed was sparingly watered, clean sand gave poor yields; 

where, however, water was applied in sufficient quantity, 

the yields were good. Summarizing Tables III and IV, study

ing the treatments in the groups into which they naturally 

~all (as to seed-beds), it is seen that:-

Sand, alone 

Sand and loam 

gave best results in 5 cases. 

gave best results in 4 oases. 

Sand, loam and manure gave best results in 3 cases. 

Summaries for Greenhouse Lettuoe 

The composition of the seed-bed does not appear to 

have muoh bearing on final results; it appears, though, that 

the seed-bed should be of low plant ~ood content. 

The amount of moisture to be applied to the seed

bed depends on its composition:- the rioher, the less moist

ure. 

The transplanting medium should be rich in plant 

food, and the amount of moisture applied should be the min

imum on which a plant can make healthy growth. 
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Greenhouse Tomatoes 

"Bonny Best Forcing", a standard variety for green

house culture, was usea for the work. Eight treatments were 

used, as follows:-

Treat-
ment See a 
No. beds Transplanting Media 

Moisture 
Treatments 

1 Loam Manure (1/2) , loam: "wet" 
2 Loam Manure ( 1/4) , loam, sand; "wet" 
3 Loam Manure (1/2) , loam: "dry" 
4 Loam Manure (1/4 r, loam, sand: "dry" 

5 Sand Manure (1/2) , loam: "wet" 
6 Sand Manure (1/4) , loam,sand;"wet" 
7 Sand Manure (1/2) • loam: "dry" 
8 Sand Manure (1/4) , loam sand·"dry" , , 

The sand used in this experiment was clean M1ssou-

ri River sand; the "loam" seedbed, a mixture of the follow-

ing ingredients:-

Sand, one part 
Manure, four parts, 
Loam, three parts. 

The transplanting media were made up as follows:

Manure. one-half; loam. one-half, and, 

Manure. one-fourth; Loam, one-half: sand, one-fourth. 

The meaning of the ",ords "wet" and "dry" have been 

explained in previous parts of the discussion and are herein 

used to convey the same sense. 

The seed was sown January 16, 1916, in the green

house; all the seed-beds were kept moist. On January 31, the 

seedlings were transplanted, and, as antiCipated, they were 

of two sizes. The seedlings standing in sand had smaller 
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tops than those grown in loam, yet the root systems of the 

former were much larger. All the seedlings endured the shift 

quite well. It was evident, however, that the plants which 

were started in sand resumed growth somewhat behind those 

grown in loam. Two weeks later, observation of the plants 

showed their rank as to height, largest to smallest, (the 

plants designated by their treatment numbers) to be:- 1, 2, 

3, 5. 4. 6, 7, 8. That is, those plants that were set in 

the richer transplanting media, manure, one-half, grew more 

rapidly than those set in the thinner media, regardless of 

the difference in their root development at transplanting 

time. Furthermore, this growth was more rapid in those lots 

to which moisture was being applied in optimum amounts. On 

the contrary, those plants that were undergoing treatments 

7 and 8. which included starting in a sterile seed-bed. and 

further checked by watering sparingly in the transplanting 

stage. made the slowest growth. 

On February 22, observation of their rank in size 

of top was again made. and found to be:- 1, 5, 2, 6, 3. 4, 

7, 8. The plants which were being copiously watered in the 

tranSPlanting flats were continuing to make the most rapid 

growth, irrespective of the nature of their seed-beds. On 

this date, the "wet"-grown plants were potted; the soil mix

tures and treatments remained unchanged. The "dry"-grown 

plants were potted on March 6. 
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On Maroh 16, all plants were measured, the dis

tance from their ooty1edon soars to their tips being taken. 

The averages for each treatment are as fo11ows:-

TABLE V 

Plant-heights of the Various Treatments 

Treat- Treat-
ment ment 
No. Height No. Height 

1 38 mm 5 36 mm 
2 34 " 6 31 " 
3 29 " 7 28 n 

4 21 " 8 22 It 

This table shows that the plants from the rioher 

transplanting media, oopiously watered, had the largest tops 

regardless of the kind of seed-bed. (See Figs. T-l and T-2, 

page 27.) 

On March 20, the plants were set in the greenhouse. 

At this time, a representative of each treatment was se1eot

ed, its sap expressed in the press desoribed by Chandler in 

Missouri Research Bulletin No.8, and frozen in the Beckmann 

apparatus, mentioned in the same work, in order to determine 

its density. The depressions of the freezing-points of the 

saps of the treatments follow, in their order. 

TABLE VI 

Sap-depressions of the Treatments, on Mar. 20, 1916 

Treatment Treatment 
Number Depressions Number Depressions 

4 0.851 7 0.690 
3 0.823 8 0.660 
1 0.801 5 0.601 2 0.730 6 0.501 
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Figure T-l. The "wet n Plants at Setting 

Figure T-2. The "dry" Plants at Setting 
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The greatest density occurred in the sap from 

plants started in loam and subjected to the "dry" treatment 

after transplanting. It is difficult to explain why plants 

in treatment 4 should have preceded 3, since the latter had 

the larger elaborating surface. It may be that, to induce 

increased sap density, more is gained by "drying" than by 

heavy feeding, to secure an increased carbon-fixing area. 

On June 19, the leaf just above the second fruit

cluster was removed from one plant of each treatment, and 

the density of its sap determined. The data follow. 

TABLE VII 

Sap-depressions of the Leaf at Fruit-cluster #2 

Treatment Treatment 
Number Deprs'n Number Deprs'n 

4 1.093 6 1.018 
3 1.093 5 0.993 
7 1.031 1 0.798 
8 1.027 2 0.790 

Comparing this table with the previous one, a few 

important changes are found to have taken place. The "dry" 

treatments (Nos. 4 and 3) maintained their greater density, 

but the "wet" treatments (Nos. 1 and 2) have deereased mark

edly. The "dry" treatments (Nos. 7 and 8) have increased 

quite distinotly. on the other hand. An explanation for the 

inoreased sap density of the "dry" treatments may lie in the 

fact of the lignification of their root systems, and to a 

consequent reduotion in intake of orude sap. (Goffll makes 

II-Goff, E. S., ".Principles of Plant Culture" III (1897&'16) 
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mention of lignification following desiccation.) It will be 

recalled (page 25) that resumption of growth among the "dry" 

plants was slower than that of those plants grown under the 

"wet" treatment. The same condition was observed when the 

sand-started seedlings were compared with those grown in the 

richer seed-bed. The table further shows that the first six 

treatments are so close that there is difficulty in plaoing 

them. It is quite likely that there is a tendency for dif

ferences at transplanting time to be lost, and that the sap 

density of the "wet"-grown plants is the pOint they all ap

proaoh. 

On July 7, the leaf above the fifth fruit-oluster 

of plants in each treatment was removed and the depression 

of the sap determined. The leaves just above fruit-clusters 

were selected in order to describe their looation definitely 

end to secure comparable data by testing leaves equally near 

to clusters of fruit in similar stages of maturity. The 

data follow. 

TABLE VIII 

Sap-depressions and Green '.Veights of the Leaf at Frui t

Cluster #5 
Treatment 
Number Depression Green '.Veight 

3 1.030 32.2 Grams 
4 0.990 36.6 " 7 0.975 33.0 " 5 0.970 27.9 " 2 0.965 26.6 " 6 0.950 25.9 " 8 0.925 30.2 " 1 0.900 26.1 " 
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The weight of green leaves was recorded in order 

to determine correlation, if any existed, between the weight 

of leaves and the density of sap. While treatment 3 showed 

the greatest concentration of sap, yet the difference be

tween it and the rest of the treatments is not particularly 

pronounced. The tendency for sap density to approach a com

mon point appeared to persist. No correlation between sap 

density and green weight was found, because of the fact that 

the leaves of the "dry"-grown plants were, as a rule, smaller 

thicker and of a coarser texture than those of the "wet"-

grown plants. 

On August 1, the leaves just above fruit-cluster 

number 9 were taken in duplicate, and, in addition to the data 

secured in previous tests, moisture-free weights of leaves 

were secured. The records follow:-

TABLE IX 

Sap-depressions, Green "iVeights, and Moisture-free heights 

of Leaves at Fruit-cluster #9 

Treat- DepressiOns Wei g h t s Percent 
ment First second of Dry 
No. Sample Sample Green Dry Matter 

3 0.785 0.767 28.0 Gr 5.96 Gr 21.2/:~ 
7 0.775 0.780 25.7 " 4.33 " 16.2 
2 0.775 0.770 25.7 " 4.85 " 19.0 
8 0.775 0.761 20.1 " 4.01 " 20.0 

1 0.760 0.772 37.9 " 5.36 " 14.2 
6 0.757 0.772 22.8 " 4.45 " 19.5 
4 0.745 0.760 28.0 " 4.78 " 17.1 
5 0.725 0.7GO 30.7 " 5.65 " 18.4 

Again the order is seen to have changed to such an 
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extent that it is diffioult to explain the ohange. It will 

be notioed, however, that if the method of bearing is oon

sidered, as will be done in succeeding pages, an explanation 

may be suggested. 

For the time being, it may be said that the plants 

whioh appear to have the greatest sap density in table II, 

are the ones that matured their fruits late. This apparent

ly substantiates the point made by Winkler23 , that the great

est sap density is found in the region adjoining a fruit 

oluster just prior to its blooming, and that this oondition 

disappears gradually as the ripening of the fruit prooeeds. 

(See Footnote.) 

Further study of Table Ix shows that, for the 

leaves taken, at least, there is no oorrelation in any part

icular, between dry and green weights, sap density and per

oentage of dry matter. 

Records of growth, taken week by week, were kept; 

these data are given in Table X, page 33, and graphioally, 

in Chart "A", page 32. 

23-Hinkler, C. H., Dootor's Thesis, U. of Mo. (1916) 
NOTE:- It was hoped in the present experiment that the ef
feot of bearing fruit oould be avoided by waiting until the 
fruit in any-numbered oluster was at the same stage of ri
pening. This was almost wholly impossible, beoause of the 
differenoe in ripening behavior of the various treatments. 
By using leaves, similarly plaoed on the plants in question 
(the leaves thus representative of the plants, whioh oould 
not be sacrifioed) it was hoped to get data relative to the 
plants a8 a whole. Owing to the marked differenoe in bear
ing habit of the plants in this experiment, the data seoured 
may hardly be considered comparable. 
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TABLE X 

Showing Inorease in Growth in all Plants, in Millimeters, 

Week by \'1eek 

Trt- Hgt Wee k s 
ment set 
No. (mm) #1 #2 13 #4 #6 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 

1 40 230 140 126 106 160 200 130 40 146 230 185 145 
2 34 196 185 85 80 120 230 170 125 110 65 126 215 140 
3 30 290 120 105 155 65 105 140 240 135 95 155 155 100 
4 22 195 200 85 70 130 220 180 125 105 70 80 165 135 

5 37 200 140 130 70 185 250 130 55 85 130 180 215 
6 32 100 95 135 115 75 75 245 205 155 85 145 105 190 
7 29 115 115 1~0 120 60 100 130 245 150 135 75 125 135 
8 23 115 130 130 110 55 70 175 190 145 95 170 115 180 

Perusal of the table above shows that, while there 

are peou1iarities in amount of weekly growth, yet there are 

no consistently marked differences. Nhen Chart "A", page 32 

is studied, differenoes appear. It will be seen that there 

was an aoce1eration in growth at about the fifth week, and 

that this acceleration continued for some time. This vege

tative activity was oaused by shade provided by whitewashing 

the greenhouse. IVeek 18 shows the same condition. The house 

was shaded again in this week; there was also a cloudy per

iod at about this time. 

In eaoh instanoe of aoce1eration it may be noted 

that those plants that had been started in sand responded 

more slowly to the ohange in the amount of light; they 

showed approximately the sa~e amount of acceleration, but 

they began and stopped ~ome time after the plants whose seed

bed was the mixture known as "loam" in this discussion. 

Treatment 5 seems to be an exoeption, the reason for suoh 
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a condition being obscure. 

All plants were pruned to a single stem. and the 

branch shoots cut out weekly. The prunings were weighed and 

records were kept to discover if there exists correlation 

between the growth rate of branoh shoots and that of the 

main stalk. No suoh correlation was found. Shading at var

ious times, mentioned on page 33, had quite as muoh to do 

with rapid growth of axillary shoots as it had with that of 

the tips of the plants. So far as oould be determined, all 

treatments of plants were similarly affeoted. 

A reoord was kept of the number of basal leaves it 

was found necessary to remove. Leaves that were 50% shriv

eled, and whose yellowed petioles parted readily from the 

stalk with a clean break, were considered as useless to the 

plant. Those removed from the bases of the plants for ven

tilation, were not included. 

This reoord, compiled week by week, gave no tang

ible data, sinoe the leaves were not "shed" with any regu

larity, yet when totals are examined, it appears as if the 

treatment has muoh to do with the persistenoe of foliage of 

tomato plants. The records of leaves removed follows:-

TABLE XI 

Treat- Leaves shed 
mente per ~lant. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

9 
6 
7 
4 

Treat- Leaves shed 
ment per ~lant. 

5 
6 
7 
8 

7 
6 
4 
4 
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The order does not occur as might be expeoted. 

However, the "dry" plants appear to have the greatest per

sistence, particularly those grown in sterile, or rela

tively poor media. 

While pruning. it was evident that some plants 

were prone to leafiness of clusters. At first, this pheno

menon was consid.ered evidence of carelessness in "roguing" 

the seed plants by the seed grower. When this condition 

was found to persist only in certain lots of pla.nts. a re

cord of the leaves removed. was taken. On the most checked 

treatment, 18, the clusters were leafy without exception, 

whereas in treatment #1, the one receiving optimum treat

ment throughout, but two clusters of a total of 36 were 

leafy. The intermediate treatments bore an intermediate 

nmnber of leafy clusters. but the percentage of their 00-

currence did not follow any very specifio order. 

The significance of the leafy olusters is not al

together plain, except that leafiness at this point may be 

a sign of fruitfulness. something of a paradox. Comparing 

the yields of the various treatments it is found that those 

treatments that bore most heavily. had the greatest number 

of leafy clusters. The rank in leafiness does not agree 

strictly with that in yield, however. 

Records of blooming were kept, the date of the 

opening of the first blossom being recorded. The data are 

gi ven in graphical form in Chart "B", page . 36. A signifi

cant fact 1s the tending of the lines to converge at the 9th 
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cluster, with the exception of treatment 5. On consulting 

Table XIII, page 42, it is seen that although treatment 5 

did not produce the heaviest yield, it produced by far the 

earliest fruit. 

In the course of growth it was observed that the 

stems on the "dry" plants became very much thioker than those 

of the "wet" plants, as growth progressed. Accordingly, the 

mean diameters of all staLks, just above the fruit olusters, 

were recorded. These measurements are plotted in Charts "C" 

and "D", pages 38 and 39. 

An examination of the oharts shows that there is a 

general similarity of ourves for all treatments. a maximum 

diameter ooourring at olusters 2, 3 and 4, after which there 

is a progressive decrease, toward a common diameter. (See 

Figs. T-4 and T-5, page 40, for variations in diameter.) 

Harvesting began May 17 and ended August 18; the 

record is given in Table XII, page 41. There were four 

plants in each treatment exoept treatment 8, in which there 

were only three. Five picking periods of equal length are 

assumed, in order to secure comparable data, as follows:-

1st picking period. 
2nd" " 
3rd" " 
4th" " 
5th" " 

May 17 to June 4 
June 5 to June 23 
June 24 to July 12 
July 13 to July 31 
July 31 to Aug. 18. 
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Fig. T- 3. A Plant of Treatment 8. Note Stalk Diameter 

Fig. T-4. A r lant of Treatment 1. Note Stalk Diameter 



TAfLE XII 

Harvesting Record for Greenhouse Tomatoes, in Pioking Periods 

May 17 June 5 June 24 July l} Aug. 1 
to to to to to TOTAL 

Trlt- Trans- Moiat- June 4- June 2} July 12 July }1 Aug. 18 
ment Seed plant1ng ure 
No. Beds Media. Trtmt No. It No. Wt. No. it. No. Wt. No. it. No. Wt. 

1 Loam Manure(~) , "wet" (Mktble) 6-64-8 20-1579 4-6-4261 24--1909 18-1747 114-10144 
(Unmkt ) 1- 56 6- 242 15- 456 1}- 600 4- 260 39- 1614-

2 Loam Manure (t), ".,et" ("ktb1e) t334 12- ~02 29-2627 39-4730 8- 777 9~- 9570 
(Unmltt) 192 9- 5} 5- 188 9- 435 7- 248 3 - 1516 

} Loam Manure (~. ), "dry" (ltlktble) 4--298 11-100} 54- 459} 43-4-400 }0-2524- 14-a-12S18 
~ 
...... 

(Unmkt ) 1- 70 8- }32 2- 110 11- 295 2- 60 2 - 867 

4- Loam !.~anure (k) , " dry" (~'ktb1e) 4-458 8- 580 28-2087 4-4-4966 15-1225 99- 9316 
(Unmkt ) - -- 9- }62 3- 140 4- 110 2- 60 18- 672 

5 Sand Manure(~), ·wet" (Mktb1e) 8-774- 12- 944- }4-3640 46-3062 4- 292 104- 8912 
(Unmkt ) 2-164 6- 360 - -- 12- 370 6- 370 26- 1064 

6 Sand Manure (¢), "wet" (Mktble) 1- 90 16-1620 64-4927 34-4279 16-1301 131-12217 
(Unmkt ) - 1- 50 7- 210 10- }25 8- 278 26- g63 

7 Sand Manure (~), "dry" ~Mktble) - 7- 74-7 4-0-3725 50-5761 2~-1992 120-12225 
Unmkt ) - -- 1- 32 5- 163 2- 70 - 156 12- 421 

Sand Manure (¢), "dry" (Mktble) - 6- 481 26-2640 45-5191 24-2170 101-10302 
(Unmkt ) - 2- 61 5- 213 5- 189 9- 383 21- 846 
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TABLE XIII 

Showing Earliness and Total Yields in Grams, of Treatments 

Percentages picked 
Treat- Trans- Moist- and Pick'g Periods Total 
ment Seed planting ure Yield 
No. Bed Media Trtmt #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 per Plt. 

1 Loam Manure(1/2)"wet" 6% 16% 42% 19% 17% 2532 
2 Loam Manure(1/4)"wet" 3 10 30 49 8 2388 
3 Loam Manure ( 1/2) "dry" 2 8 36 34 20 3195 
4 Loam Manure(1!4) "dry" 5 6 22 53 14 2338 

5 Sand Manure(1/2) "wet" 9 10 43 34 4 2223 
6 Sand Manure(1!4)"we t" 1 13 40 35 11 3055 
7 Sand Manure ( 1/2) "dry" 6 30 47 17 3057 
8 Sand Manure(1!4) II dry" 5 24 50 21 3241 

In Table XIII, which is a summary of Table XII, it 

is seen that those plants that came from the rich trans

planting media, manure (1/2), copiously watered, gave the 

earliest yields. The next earliest plants were those that 

were transplanted into the thinner mixture, manure (1/4), 

and kept "wet". It is seen, furthermore, that, in each case 

the earliest plants have been started in a seed-bed of sand. 

Those plants that were kept "dry" in transplanting 

constitute a group tardy in maturing their fruit; their 

yields are high, however. 

'.1hen earliness is combined with high yield, either 

of two treatments may be used:- (1) Treatment 3, in which 

both the seed-bed and the transplanting medium are rich, and 

the transplanting mecium kept "dry", and (2). treatment 6, 

in which both the seed-bed and the transplanting medium are 

low in plant food, but the treatment should be "wet". The 

yield of treatment 3 is much the better of the two. 
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Sinoe there developed distinot differenoes in the 

bearing habits of the various lots of plants, it was deemed 

advisable to investigate these differenoes in detail. The 

weights of fruit, in grams, for eaoh oluster were taken and 

the totals assembled in Table XIV. 

TABLE XIV 

Weight of Fruit, by Clusters, and Total Weight per Plant, 

in Grams 

Treat- C 1 u s t e r s 
ment Plant 
No. #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 1f7 #8 #9 Total 

1 221 227 241 306 455 341 328 198 215 2532 
2 220 218 303 374 432 288 260 139 154 2388 
3 224 278 490 520 368 360 263 329 363 3195 
4 153 110 188 324 620 354 347 51 191 2388 

5 165 199 478 428 316 172 165 183 145 2223 
6 149 209 405 467 615 622 174 133 283 3055 
7 299 483 326 565 510 384 163 145 182 3057 
8 348 477 348 707 447 459 222 226 207 3241 

This table, as well as Table XV, i~nediately fol-

lowing, shows that there is a progressive inorease in weight 

up to olusters #5 and #6, after whioh a deo1ine takes p1aoe. 

This deoline is not so pronounoed, however, in treatments 

n~~bers 3, ~, 7 and 8, in whioh water is sparingly applied 

during the transplanting stage. This feqture has oo~eroia1 

signifioanoe, and may be a point in favor of using the ~dry" 

treatment for improving greenhouse tomato yields. 

Table XV, following, giving average wei ghts of 

fruits, shows even more strikingly the variation in oluster-

yields. 
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TABLE XV 

Average Weights. in Grams, of Marketable Fruits, by Clusters 

Treat-
ment 
No. #1 #2 #7 #S #9 

1 71.0 · 65.7 76.3 SO.7 93.6 10S.0 71.7 57.0 72.0 
2 56.3 70.0 96.6 101.0 115.6 124.1 102.0 79.0 101.0 
3 79.0 65.2 6S.5 95.4 9S.6 125.0 112.0 110.0 96.7 
4 97.S 46.9 76.4 85.6 106.0 104.0 96.2 83.5 80.6 

5 86.0 80.3 98.5 74.0 111.4 76.0 73.0 79.0 64.8 
6 73.6 91.2 7S.0 92.S 109.2 104.0 95.1 100.0 77.3 
7 SO.O 92.0 S7.3 102.0 120.0 11S.0 10S.0 97.0 81.0 
8 62.8 85.3 67.7 111.5 112.0 120.0 108.8 91.6 102.0 

The data given in Table XV are shown graphically 

in Charts "C" and "D". pages 3S and 39. These charts also 

show the stalk diameters as discussed on page 37. A strik

ing similarity between the yield diagram and that for stalk 

diameters is seen. The heavy-yielding clusters occur just 

above the maximum stalk diameters, which fact makes it ap

pear that thickened stems are reservoirs for plant food 

which becomes effective for the fruit clusters in the next 

node. 

In this connection, it will not be out of place to 

indicate a correlation between yields and sap concentration. 

On page 30 in T~ble IX, is shown the rank of the plants as 

to their sap concentration at cluster 9. from an observation 

made August 1. In Table XVI. page 45. the rank of the trea~ 

ments as to their sap density is given, beginning with the 

greatest. Besides these data are given the rankings of the 

treatments as they follow. in total marketable yield, in 
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marketable yield during the last picking period, Bnd in yield 

of cluster 9, beginning with the largest:-

TABLE XVI 

Rank of the Treatments in the Following Particulars:-

Sap Dens. Total Yield Yield 
Clust.#9 Yield. Period#6 Clust.19 

Trtmt 3 Trtmt 3 Trtmt 3 Trtmt 3 
" 7 " 7 " 8 " 7 
" 2 " 6 " 7 " 2 
" 8 " 8 " 1 " I 
" 1 " I " 6 " 6 
" 6 " 2 " 4 " 8 
" 4 " 4 " 2 " 4 
" 5 " 5 " 6 " 5 

The agreement is by no means perfect, but it is 

close enough to be interesting. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from the tables 

discussed is that the effect of treatment before setting the 

plants under identic81 conditions, is lost progressively as 

growth oontinues. The limit is evidently the untreated. un

checked plant. 

A detailed study relative to the marketable per

cent of fruit indicates that the plants gro\VD. "wet" gave 

uniformly smooth, symmetrical fruit. as shown in Fig. T-7, 

page 46. The plants grown "dry", on the other hand. pro

duced a large proportion of fruit cracked about the calyx 

end. as shown in Fig. T-6, page 46. The cracking was due, 

probably, to the lignification of the fruit walls, making 

them unable to accomodate themselves to the growth of the 

pulp and of the seed-masses. 
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Fig. T-6. Charaoteristic Fruit on ndry" Treatment #8 

Fig. T-7. Chara.cteristio Fruit on "wet" Treatment #1 
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The fruit was rendered unsightly, and would have 

been unmarketable, except that forced tomatoes are so fre-

quently affected in this way. Their quality was not im-

paired by reason of any toughness or woodiness. The Blossom 

End Rot was somewhat troublesome during the first few weeks 

of harvesting. Its occurrence was found to be Rreater among 

the plants that had undergone the "wet" treatment. This is 

of doubtful significance, since, when watering was more 

carefully done. the disease was almost entirely eliminated. 

The unmarketable fruit constituted that portion that was too 

small to sell. The percentages of marketable fruit (by 

weight) are shown in the following table:-

TABLE XVII 

percentages of Weights of Marketable Fruit. by Clusters 

Treat- C 1 u s t e r s 
ment 
No. #1 12 13 14 #5 16 #7 =!f-8 #9 Average 

1 88~ 90~ 87% 9(}fo 92;& 89% 94)~ 8010 76/0 86~ 
2 90 87 86 89 86 90 90 82 72 86 
:3 90 89 91 91 96 96 100 100 100 94 
4 93 88 90 92 100 96 94 97 100 93 

5 96 86 98 98 97 96 97 100 100 89 
6 90 95 100 96 97 100 97 100 95 94 
7 88 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 97 
8 85 90 96 98 100 100 92 100 100 93 

In the above table it will be seen that the plants 

grown in the richer transplanting media and sparingly water

ed, gave the largest percent of marketable fruit, and, also 

of these, those started in sand seed-beds were the best. 
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Effeot of Early Treatment on Blossoming Behavior. 

Early in the oourse of the work. it was observed 

that blossoming was more profuse among the "dry" plants than 

it was among those reoeiving the "wet" treatment. The table 

following shows the differenoe in flowering. 

TABLE XVIII 

Showing Numbers of Blossoms and Fruits. by Clusters. 

Treat C 1 u s t e r s : -
ment 
No. #1 #2 /13 #4 #5 /16 #7 /18 19 Ave. 

1-No. of Blossoms 19 25 27 28 30 25 25 21 22 23 
" " Fruits 15 15 13 16 20 25 18 15 14 15 
Peroentage Set 79 60 48 57 67 100 72 60 67 68 

2-No. of Blossoms 23 23 33 26 2~ 27 27 26 21 25 
" " Fruits 18 16 17 19 17 10 11 8 8 14 

Peroentage Set 78 70 52 73 71 37 42 38 40 56 

3-No. of Blossoms 22 27 34 36 34 24 24 24 23 24 
" " Fruits 14 23 33 24 16 12 9 12 15 17 

Peroentage Set 64 85 97 67 47 50 37 50 65 71 

4-No. of Blossoms 23 27 21 40 48 31 29 25 25 30 
" " Fruits 14 15 17 20 27 17 18 6 13 16 

Peroentag.e Set 61 56 81 50 56 55 62 24 52 54 

5-No of Blossoms 19 22 26 28 27 31 27 20 23 25 
" " Fruits 12 14 22 26 14 11 11 10 10 14 

Peroentage Set 63 64 85 93 52 35 41 60 43 66 

6-No. of Blossoms 24 81 40 29 32 27 23 24 26 34 
" " Fruits 19 14 24 25 27 27 11 8 20 19 
.Peroentage Set 79 46 60 86 84 100 48 33 80 66 

7-No. of Blossoms 28 24 41 37 31 30 27 29 29 31 
" " Fruits 21 21 16 22 17 13 6 6 9 16 

Peroentage Set 76 88 37 60 66 43 22 21 31 49 

8-No. of Blossoms 26 27 24 31 36 43 ~O 23 17 29 

" " Fru1 ts 20 16 18 19 12 9 9 12 9 14 
77 56 75 61 33 21 22 62 63 48 
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In this table it is seen that there is an apprec

iable discrepancy between the number of fruits set, and the 

number of blossoms. In order to arrive at a reason for this 

condition, germination of pollen from the va.rious plants was 

attempted, with no very great success. Mixtures of cane su

gar and glycerine, r i;! nging from 5% to 30% of ea.ch, singly 

and in combination, were used. The results of the attempts 

bore very little resemblance to the fruit-setting behavior 

of the treatments, except that the pollen from treatments 3, 

4, 7 and 8, which were the "dry" treatments, failed to germ

inate in a greater number of cases than did ~ollen taken 

from the plants grown "wet". The "wet" plants gave the 

higher percent of fruit set, they also gave fruit of smooth, 

symmetrical outline. The "dry" plants, it will be remem-

bered, gave angular fruit, a condition known by greenhouse 

men to follow poor pollination, or, as it may be in this 

case, pollen of low viability. 

It has been observed at the Oregon Station, that a 

large number of blossoms may follow a poor setting of fruit. 

Bouquet4 found that, in case blossoms were removed from to

mato plants of the Earliana variety, the plants made an at

tempt to replace them. This oocurred repeatedly. The be

havior of the prolifically blooming plants employed in this 

investigation which set an abnormally emaIl percentage of 

fruit may be explained in this way. It is doubtful, though, 

4-Bou~uet, A. G. B., Second Biann. Oregon Hort. Rapt., '13-14 
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whether such an explanation will serve in the case of the 

heavily-blooming plants that comprised the "dry" treatments 

which set a sufficient percentage of their fruit to make 

their yields greater than that of normal plants. 

It may be that the energy of a plant may be dis

sipated simply in blooming, and that pollen of low viability 

may result. Whether the pistils and ovaries share the weak

ness of the stamens can only be determined by fertilizing 

these blossoms with pollen from "normal" ones. As the mat

ter rests, it is impossible to tell whether the poor setting 

of fruit on these plants is the cause for, or an effect of, 

profuse blooming. 

Summary for the Greenhouse Tomatoes 

As in the case of lettuce, the seeding soil should 

have in it some plant food. since sand, alone, evid ently 

puts the plant too much on its own resources. Too great 

disparity of top and root is not desirable. 

The transplanting medium should be quite fertile. 

In this experiment, a mixture that contained 50% of well

rotted manure, gave better results than one that had half 

that amount. 

The amount of moisture applied during the trans

planting stage should be small; the "dry" plants were. in 

every case, superior to those given "wet" treatments. 
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Field Tomatoes 

The Ear1iana variety was chosen for the work since 

it matures fruit in considerable quantity before frost in-

tervenes. As in the case of the greenhouse tomatoes, eight 

treatments were used, as follows:-

Treat-
ment 
No. Seedbeds Transplanting Media and Treatments 

1 Loam Manure ( 1/2) , loami kept "wet" 
2 Loam Manure(1/4) , loam,sand; kept "wet" 
3 Loam Manure ( 1/2), loam; kept "dry" 
4 Loam Manure ( 1/4) t loam, sand; kept "dry" 

5 Sand Uanure( 1/2) , loami kept "wet" 
6 Sand Manure(1/4) , loam, sandi kept "wet" 
7 Sand Manure(1/2), loam; kept "dry" 
8 Sand Manure ( 1/4) , loam, sand; kept "dry" 

The sand seedbed was olean Missouri River sand; 

the loam seedbed, a mixture of the following:-

Sand, one part, 
~,!anure t four part s, 
Loam, three parts. 

The transplanting media were made up as follows:-

Manure, ~ h!!!, loam, one half, 

Manure, ~ fourth, loam, one half, sand, one fourth. 

The use of the words "wet" and "dry" has been ex-

plained in previous parts of this discussion. 

The seed was sown on Febru&ry 23, 1916, in the 

greenhouse; all seedbeds were kept moist. On March 7, the 

seedlings were transplanted as given in the list at the head 

of this page. When the plants began crowding, they were 

shifted to 3-inch pots, in mixtures of the same compoeition 
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as used before. On April 12, they were transferred to the 

co1dframe. 

On May 8, eight plants of eaoh treatment were set 

in the field. The plants were staked with the intention of 

pruning to single stem. 

All pla.nts recovered from moving early t though it 

appeared that those that had been sparingly watered up to 

this time, suffered least. The difference was small, though. 

When growth was resumed, lifferenoes began to ap

pear. Those plants, whioh had received moisture in abund

ance, previous to their field-setting, grew rapidly in 

height, with a pronounced tendenoytoward slenderness. The 

"dry" plants, on the other hand, grew stooky, inoreasing 

very slowly in height; their blooming was delayed, as well. 

When they began to bloom, however, there was in some instan

ces as much as a 25% increase in the number of blossoms over 

that of t 1:. e "wet" plants. 

Records o~ weights o~ the prunings were kept, but 

there was no oharaoteristio differenoe in the weights o~ 

prunings taken from the "wet" and the "dry" plants. The 

same tendency toward leafy olusters was evident as in the 

greenhouse tomatoes. Those plants that had been started in 

the sand seedbed, and then transplanted into the "thin" mix

ture "wet" or "dry" (6 and 8) gave rise to tee greatest 

numbers of leafy olusters. (A detailed discussion of this 

phenomenon in connection with the greenhouse crop appears on 

page 35.) 
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Harvesting began on July 1; the record ~oI1oW8:-

TABLE XIX 

Harvesting Record ~or Field Tomatoes, in Picking Periods 

Treat
ment 
No. 

July 1 July 15 Aug. 1 Sep. 1 Sep. 21 
to to to to to TOTAL 

July 15 July 31 Aug. 12 Sep. 20 Oct. 7 

No. wt No. wt. No. wt. No. wt. No. wt. No. ~t. 

1 (Mktble) 4~ 428 43-6621 22-2863 17-1711 38-3041 124-14664 
(Unmkt ) 2- 140 13-1170 13- 843 13- 780 80-2400 . 

2 (Mktb1e) 9-1127 29-3861 23-2979 12-1450 46-4811 119-14228 
(Unmkt ) 6- 530 16-1388 15- 971 14- 910 61-2440 

3 (Mktble) 8-1114 20-3303 39-5743 27-3804 39-4146 133-18110 
(Unmkt 1 5- 404 8- 683 2- 133 12- 840 74-2312 

4 (Mktblel12-1684 15-2123 21-2380 21-2500 44-4121 113-12808 
(Unmkt ) 3- 249 14-1001 27-2004 16- 892 71-4252 

5 (Mktblel 2- 260 23-3835 33-4494 21-2111 41-3522 120-14222 
(Unmkt ) 2- 126' 10- 839 26- 888 11- 562 52-3514 

6 (Mktble) 2- 140 21-3217 37-5370 24-2998 34-2922 133-14647 
(Unmkt ) 7- 189 10- 765 16-1236 18-1251 64-3864 

7 (Mktble)14-2398 25-3610 28-4095 19-3512 44-4441 130-18056 
(Unmkt ) 3- 397 16-1414 28-2039 21-1414 90-2824 

8 (Mktble) 8- 905 20-2979 10-1207 18-2122 41-3811 97-11204 
(Unmkt )10- 778 24-1912 19-1379 16-1111 67-3321 

The record o~ the picking period fr.om August 13 to 

August 31 has not been given in the above table for the rea

son that some unauthorized picking was done from clusters 5 

and 6, causing distortions to appear in the records. It was 

deemed advisable, therefore, to discard the data dealing with 

these clusters throughout in order not to vitiate the accur

acy of the balance. 

All plants were "topped" when cluster 10 had ap-
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peared, since it was extremely unlikely that the fruit in 

clusters beyond this one could mature before frost came. 

The last picking, following a killing frost, was 

made October 7. It included all the fruit set, size rather 

than color determining its marketability. There were very 

few blossoms on the plants at this time. 

In Table XIX, it is seen that treatments 3 and 7 

gave by far the best total yield. Of these two, the treat

ment started in sand (7) is the earlier. 

Earliness appears to follow two kinds of treatment 

namely, the use of a sand seed-bed, and the use of a thin 

transplanting medium. Of treatments 3 and 7, the latter, 

having a sand seed-bed, gave individual fruits of a slightly 

larger size; the fruit in the upper clusters of plants 

undergoing this treatment was the less variable, as well. 

The following table contains summaries as to the 

ranks of the various treatments, in several particulars, 

beginning with the best:-

TABLE XX 

Summaries as to Ranks in:-

Yield Ave. Size of 
to Sept.l Fruit, to Sept.l 

3, 7 
6 
1 
5 
2 
4 
8 

3,7,5,1 
6,8,2,4 

Ave. Size of 
Fruit, after Sept.l. 

3,7 
2 
4 
8 
5 
6 
1 

Total 
Yield 

3,7 
1,6,2,5 

4,8 
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As shown in Table XX, the treatments, as regards 

their total yields, fall into three distinot groups, as fol

lows:- (1) 3 and 7; (2) I, 6, 2 and 6; (3) 4 and 8. Further, 

treatments 3, 4, 7 ~d 8 appeared to show the least varia

tion and deorease in the size of fruit under the drouthy 

oondition that prevailed the latter part of July, during 

whioh period their first olusters were setting fruit. 

Conolusions for Field Tomatoes 

Those plants whioh were started in a seedbed of 

sand, and set in a transpl~nting medium low in plant food, 

and given a minimum amount of moisture, gave the earliest 

fruit. 

If a high yield. though not a partioularly early 

orop is sought. the seedbed should oontain more available 

plant food than a seedbed of sand would provide. The trans

planting medium should be high in plant food, and moisture 

should be soant. For fair yield, and earliness of ma.turi ty 

of the crop, the treatment should be the same, exoept that 

a seedbed of sand should be employed. 

The use of sand as a seedbed for induoing earli

ness is not so olearly indioated as in the oase of the green

house orop, though it does appear to have this effect to a 

oertain extent. Probably the proper seeding medium to use 

is one in whioh enough ssndooours to enoourage the forma

tion of a moderately large root system. 
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Field Cabbage 

The varieties, Early Jersey W'akefield and Copen

hagen Market, were used for the work. The seed was sown on 

February 6, 1916, in the greenhouse. The treatments to which 

the various lots of both varieties were subjeoted were the 

same as for the field tomatoes, as given on page 51. 

On February 22, transplanting was done, and on 

Maroh 10 the plants were put into the ooldframe, where they 

were put through the "hardening-off" treatment oommonly em

ployed in the oulture of cabbage. 

On LIarch 28, nine plants of each treatment, and of 

each variety, were set in the field. Figure 0-1, page 67, 

shows the field, vIi th the plants under test in the fore

ground. There 1a a distinot differenoe in size between the 

"dry" plants on the right and the "wet" ones on the left. 

On the following night, a minimum temperature of 

280 Fabr. oocurred, together with a light fall of snow. The 

"dry" plants remained green, whereas the "wet" onea became 

tinsed with color. All the plants withstood the freezing 

well. On April 3 and 4. an~v fell. and. until April 11, a 

minimum temperature of approximately freezing occurred night

ly. The head-leaves of the "wet" planta turned deep purple 

and blue, and some of the outside leaves were entirely de

stroyed. The "dry" plants remained green. No appreoiable 

growth of either class of plants took plaoe. 

',71 th the advent of warmer weather, both sets of 

plants began to gro\v at apparently equal rates. The "wet" 
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Fig. C-l. The Cabbage Field at setting, March 28. 

Fig. C-2. Cabbage Field at Firat Cutting, June 12 
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plante, whose chlorophyll had been most disturbed by the 

freezing weather, seemed to suffer none on account of this 

injury. Some of their colored leaves resumed their normal 

green shade, and some of them were shed. 

No disease was present, and the few worms that ap-

peared were easily kept in check. There was, however, an 

infestation of Cabbage Curculio, which fact was not discov

ered before the pest had made considerable inroads in the 

plante of treatment 8 of the Wakefield variety, stunting all 

of the heads and destroying one. No other plants were at

tacked. 

Cutting began on June 12; the records follow:-

TABLE XXI 

Harvesting Record for Early Jersey Wakefield Cabbage, 

under Cutting Dates 
Treat-
ment June 12 June 14 June 16 June 20 June 25 Total 
No. Hds Gr Hds Gr Hds Gr Hds Gr Hds Gr Hds Gr 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

6 

7 

2- 1617 3- 2470 4- 3760 

5- 5157 2- 1850 1- 910 

4- 4056 3- 2585 2- 1166 

3- 2672 1- 910 2- 2045 2- 1594 

3- 3037 1- 882 2- 1730 

3- 2663 1- 855 2- 1194 3- 2420 

3- 2492 3- 2220 2- 1760 1- 795 

1- 228 

2- 910 

9- 7847 

9- 8146 

9- 7807 

8- 7221 

8- 6559 

9- 7132 

9- 7267 

8 ---- 1- 750 1- 672 6- 4150 8- 5572 
23-21694 11- 9302 13-10849 13-10417 9- 6288 69-57550 
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TABLE nIl 

Harvesting Record for Copenhagen Market Cabbage, 

under Cutting Dates 

ment June 12 June 14 June 16 June 20 June 25 Total 
No. Hds Gr Hds Gr Hds Gr Hds Gr Hds Gr Hds Gr 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1- 1260 2- 2475 2- 2730 4- 4770 

2- 2760 4- 4685 1- 1424 2- 3280 

1- 1015 2- 2135 3- 4000 2- 1815 

1- 1424 4- 5230 4- 5460 -

9-11235 

9-12149 

8- 8965 

9-12204 

5 1- 850 2- 2360 2- 1960 2- 2390 2- 2560 9-10120 

6 

7 

8 

3- 3155 1- 1650 3- 3070 2- 2785 

2- 1990 1- 1024 2- 1875 4- 4220 

2- 2610 3- 4150 4- 4840 _-__ _ 
12-13640 16-19903 21-25219 20-24720 2- 2660 

9-10660 

9- 9109 

9-11600 
71-86042 

In Tables XXIII and XXIV, following, are found the 

data contained in the Harvesting Records, presented in such 

a form that conclusions may be drawn. 

TABLE XXIII 

Summary for Copenhagen Market Cabbage 

Treat- Peroentage out on Ave. Wt. 
ment Cutting Dates:- of Head 
No. 11 #2 13 14 #5 

1 11% 22% 24% 43% -- 1248 Gr 
2 23 39 12 26 1350 " 
3 11 24 45 20 1120 " 
4 12 44 44 1356 " 
5 9 23 20 23 25 1124 " 
6 30 15 29 26 1184 " 
7 22 36 42 1298 " 
8 22 11 20 47 1300 " 
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TABLS XXIV 

Summary for Jersey Wakefield Cabbage 

Treat- Percentage cut on Ave. wt. 
ment Cutting Dates:- of Head 
No. #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 

1 20% -- 32% 48% 872 Gr 
2 63 23 11 3 905 " 
3 52 33 15 867 " 
4 37 13 28 22 903 " 
5 46 13 26 15 820 " 
6 37 12 17 34 793 " 
7 34 30 24 12 808 " 
8 13 12 75 697 " 

From the summaries it is seen that, although ,the 

two varieties do not respond alike throughout, yet, in both, 

treatments 2 and 4 gave the highest yields. These treat -

ments include the use of a somewhat enriched seedbed (loam), 

and of the richer transplanting media (manure,l/2). As for 

earliness, treatment 2 is the best for both varieties. This 

treatment is the one in which the transplanting medium is 

kept "dry". Altogether, there seems to be no advantage in 

using a sand seedbed, except in one case of the Copenhagen 

Market variety, which one instance may reasonably be ignored. 

The efficacy of a denser sap in carrying plants 

through unfavorable temperatures, in the spring, could not 

be tested. It is reasonable to suppose, however. that, in 

view of the difference in the sap depressions of the treat

ments, that the plants with the denser sap should be able to 

withstand lower temperatures than the "wet" plants. whose 

sap was thinner. 
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Field Peppers 

"Ruby King" was the variety chosen for the work, 

since it matures its fruit in a normal season and with an 

easily recognizable change in color; it is also a popular 

market variety. As in the case of the field tomatoes, eight 

treatments were used, as fo1lows:-

Treat
ment 
No. Seedbed Transplanting Media and Treatments. 

1 Loam Manure ( 1/2) , loam; kept "wet" 
2 Loam 1lanure ( 1/. 4) , loam, sand; kept "wet" 
3 Loam Manure(1/'2) , loam; kept "dry" 
4 Loam Manure(1/4), loam, sand; kept "dry" 

5 Sand Manure ( 1/2), loam; kept "wet" 
6 Sand Manure (1/. 4) • loam, sand; kept "wet" 
7 Sand Manure ( 1/.2), loam; kept "dry" 
8 Sand Manure ( 1/4) , loam, sand; kept "dry" 

The sand seedbed was olean Missouri River Sand; 

the one of loam, a mixture of the following:-

Sand, one part, 
Manure, four parts, 
Loam, three parts. 

The transplanting media were made up as follows:-

Manure, ~ half; loam, one half, and 

Manure, ~ fourth; loam, one half; sand, one fourth. 

The relative meaning of the terms "wet" and "dry" have been 

explained in previous parts of the disoussion. 

The seed was sown April I, in the greenhouse; all 

the seedbeds were kept moist. On May 10, the seedlings were 

transplanted as per treatments listed above. On June 19, 

eight plants of eaoh treatment were set in the field. 
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Fig. P-l. The "dry" Plants at Setting 

Fig. P-2. The "wet" Plants at Setting 
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Figures P-l and P-2, page 62, show the plants at this stage. 

All treatments recovered from transplanting well; the "wet" 

plants appeared to resume growth first. 

The entire plat was free from insects and all the 

treatments thrived except treatment 2, which suffered from 

mosaic. Five of the plants of this treatment were affected. 

At setting time, one plant of each treatment was 

reserved, its sap expres~ed and frozen. The list of treat

ments in the order of the depressions of the freezing-points 

of their sap, beginning with the l a rgest, follows:-

TABLE XXV 

Sap Depressions of ?epper Plants at Setting 

Treat
ment 
No. 

8 
4 
3 
2 
6 
7 
6 
1 

Depressions 

0.906 
0.886 
0.786 
0.780 
0.726 
0.720 
0.665 
0.655 

Although the series from the "driest" to the "wet

test" plant did not exactly correspond with that of the a

mount of depreSSion, yet, in this series the "driest" plant 

(treatment 8) had the greatest depression, and the "wettest" 

one (treatment 1), the smallest. 

~ick1ng began on August 8, and ended September 30. 

after frost had killed the plants. The record follows:-



TABLE XXVI 

Harvesting Reoord for Field Peppers, under Pioking Dates 

(Eight Plants per Treatment) 

Treat
ment Seed 
No. Beds 

Trana- Moist-
planting ure 
Media Trtmt 

Aug. 
8 

No It 

Aug. AU2g• Sept. Sept. 
17 6 4 13 

Sept. Sept. Total 
26 30 

No Wt No Wt No Wt No Wt No It No Wt No Wt 

1 

2 

3 

6 

7 

8 

Loam Manure(!),ft~et" (Mktble) 4-212 2-121 5-356 4-280 7-512 5-400 32-1810 59-3871 
(Unmkt ) 2- 58 4- 47 5-118 5-130 3-112 3- 91 30- 490 

Loam Manure(t),"wet" (Mktb1e) 4-102 3- 91 8-143 9-179 7-152 5-102 24- 436 60-1205 
(Unmkt ) 3- 58 4- 50 3- 42 4- 52 5- 61 7- 68 47- 418 

Loam Manure(.),Wdry" (Mktb1e) 2- 77 2- 82 - -- - -- - -- - -- -- --- 4- 159 
(Unmkt ) 4- 63 4- 57 3- 63 6-118 8- 90 - -- 41- 128 

Loam Manure(k),"dry" (Mktb1e) - -- 2- ~3 7-156 8-171 6-119 4- 86 16- 308 43- 893 
(Unmkt ) 5- 90 11-154 s- ,4 7- 70 9- 54 11- 90 36- 291 

Sand Manure(~)."wetft (Mktb1e) 2- 82 4-1S8 - -- 4-170 ,-193 6-218 31- 930 ,2-17,1 
(Unmkt ) 4- 81 5- 39 4- 52 6- 47 5- 41 7- 52 19- 79 

SlUld Manure (~ ) , "\fet ft 

Sand Manure(i >. WdryW 

Sand Manure (t), "dry W 

~Mktb1e~ 5-162 
Unmkt 2- 3, 

~\!ktb1e~ -
Unmkt 5- 67 

(Mktb1e) 1- 49 
(Unmkt ) 3- 48 

- -- 3- ,6 4-120 4- 8, 4- 90 24- 61~ ~-1123 
4- 55 3- 38 5- 41 - -- 11- 89 19- 92 

2-109 4-1,3 3-120 3-104 - -- 19- 410 31- 896 
1- 15 1- 37 2- 41 5- 72 6- 81 24- 18g 

3- 76 2- 85 1- 32 2- 81 - -- -- 9- 323 
5- 50 5- 86 7-101 8-102 37-290 --
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By "marketable" fruit is meant that that became 

scarlet because of maturity, and which was free from disease 

even though its size was below normal for the variety. The 

"unmarketable" fruit was that rendered so by reason of an 

attack of anthracnose, which disease was the only one that 

attacked the plat as a whole. (See previous note regarding 

mosaic, page 63.) 

The occurenoe of the anthracnose does not admit of 

ready explanation, exoept that it may have been the result 

of malnutrition, which is one of the oauses for the disease 

in peppers. Those plants most checked, through shortage 

either of plant food or of mOisture, suffered most from the 

disease. On the other hand. treatment 1, in which there was 

administered no oheck throughout, resulted in the heaviest 

and most disease-free yield. 

In Table XXVI it is seen that, as a group, the 

plants which had as part of their treatment a limited amount 

of moisture in their transplanting stage, gave lower yields 

than did those which received moisture in abundance. (Com

pare treatments 1, 2, 5 & 6 with 3, 4, 7 & 8.) 

Keeping the plants "wet" after transplanting does 

not appear to suffice, however. A check administered by 

starting the seed in e relatively sterile seed-bed shows 

plainly when, for instanoe, treatments 1 and 6 are compared. 

These two treatments are identical, except for the difference 

in the composition of their seed-beds. 

Lack of plant food in the transplantin~ medium, 
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6 8 

Fig. P-3. Characteristic Fruits 

Fig. P-4. Charaoteristio Fruits 
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even though moisture may be present in sufficient quantity. 

has a deleterious effeot, evident when treatment 2 is oom

pared with treatment 1. It will be reoalled (See page 63.) 

that treatment 2 suffered from an attaok of mosaic, which 

may explain to some extent, at least, the low yield of this 

treatment. The generalization holds, however. 

A complete summary of the treatments, in the order 

of their excellence, in various particulars, follows:-

TABLE XXVII 

Summaries, as to Ranks in:-

Sap Density Average wt. of Fruit Mktble Peroent 

Treat- Treat- Treat-
ment ment Ave. '~vt. ment Peroent 
No. No. No .. 

8 1 66 Gr 1 81% 
4 3 40 " 5 79 
3 8 36 " 6 76 
2 5 34 " 7 64 
6 7 29 " 2 62 
7 6 25 " 4 55 
5 4 21 " 8 32 
1 2 20 .. 3 18 

Figures P-3 and P-4, page 67, show fruits oharaot

eristio of the various treatments; the marketable fruits are 

placed above the label bearing the treatment number, and the 

urun6rketable ones. below. The striking oharaoteristios are 

the generally pointed, smooth and symmetrical form of the 

fruit borne on the plants seeded in loam, and the distorted. 

bull-nosed fruits from the sand-started plants. When the 

oheck was administered later, as, for instance, by trans-
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planting to a thin mixture or to one kept sparingly watered, 

the same effeot, that of foreshortening, and stunting, is 

observed. The differenoe in size is also striking. 

Altogether, the only treatment to use seems to be 

one in which there is not administered any check of any na

ture, at any stage of growth. Gardeners contend that pep

pers resent any other treatment; this paper can suggest no 

reason. 
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Summary 

(1) All of the crops grown during this investi

gation, with the exception of peppers, gave earlier yields 

when the seed-bed was low in plant food. Clean sand appeared 

to be the best medium for this purpose. 

(2) Earliness was accentuated by the employment 

of a transplanting medium somewhat low in plant food, and 

watered only when the plants stood in need of moisture. 

(3) For tomatoes, the use of a somewhat richer 

seed-bed was shown to result in more productive plants. A 

transplanting mixture high in plant food should follow, with 

moisture sparingly applied. In the case of the leaf crops, 

lettuce and cabbage, a rather "thin" tra.nsplanting mixture 

may be used, and the treatment may be "wet" or "dry". 

(4) Growing plants succulently did not prove to 

be of a.dvantage in any case. 

As for the peppers, difficulties outside the prov

ince of this present investigation were enoountered. It is 

interesting to note, however, that those plants that had 

undergone the most severe treatment with respeot to shortage 

of plant food or of moisture at any stage, gave the highest 

peroentage of diseased fruits, though the plants themselves 

appeared healthy. 
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